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Jameson O'Rourke owns the primo tattoo shop in town, one he's worked hard to build. And in his

industry, he's the current 'it' boy, the reigning King of Ink. His career is on fire, so hot television has

even come calling. And as a result, the town bad-boy has now become the town's favored son.Ava

Hightower needs his face on her flyers, if she is to have any hope of her charity gala and bachelor

auction being a success. Unfortunately, they get along like oil and water. He's a hardheaded,

controlling jerk, and she's already had one run-in with the man. Asking him, of all people, for help is

the last thing she wants to do.Not exactly a match made in heaven.Jameson doesn't think too highly

of Miss Hightower, either.To him, she's just an uptight, stuck-up know-it-all; a little Miss

Goody-two-shoes. Not in a million years was she the type that he'd have anything to do with.

Unfortunately she is also on the city council, and therefore has the ability to screw with his

business.He needed her help once before, and she shot him down.Now the tables are turned, and

she needs his help. Well, my, my, sweetheart, karma can be a cold-hearted bitch.But, hey, maybe

he could work this to his advantage.You scratch my back, I'll scratch yours, and all that crap.So they

cut a deal. One he has no intention of ever having to fulfill, because he plans to make it impossible

for her to keep her end of it.She thought she could outlast him. Guess again, sweet thing. She may

be a stubborn woman, but she's met her match. And he has no intention of letting her win this

game.Be warned, sweetheart, because the King of Ink has plans to push your limits in ways you've

never imagined.This new series from Nicole James, author of the Evil Dead MC Series biker

romance is a new addition to the bad boy romance genre with her hot, alpha, dominant men. It's

bad boy romance in the tradition of Kristen Ashley, Joanna Wylde and Madeline Sheehan.
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This series is going to be fan freaking tastic. It is already starting off with a bang for sure. It's not just

the main characters of Jameson and Ava. It's her sister and his brothers as well. Everyone just

meshed so well together and Jameson and Ava were combustible.He comes home from being

away to see his face on a flyer for a charity event that he never agreed to. And his first stop was to

go see Ava. Who had no clue he never agreed. After they discover some meddling from their sibling

the strike a deal. She needs to supply him with a receptionist for the shop that will stick around until

at least the event and he will be her headliner. Easy enough right.Not when the boss is a surly son

of a bitch who wants nothing to do with the event to begin with. But Ava is not one to give in so she

takes the job herself and commence fireworks. These two rub each other the wrong way daily. But a

few dramatic things take place and the matchmaking of the O'Rouke brother and these two start to

realize they are more alike then they think. So they draw a truce.But of course every truce has a

snag somewhere along the line and this one is no exception. A misunderstanding here and a

chivlrious gesture there and you hit a snag.The banter between these two are just amazing and the

chemistry as I said combustible. I liked the storyline and loved the secondary characters as much as

the main ones. Can't wait to see how the rest of the brothers come crashing to their knees.

Brilliantly Written ! Awesome ! Addictive ! Nicole James totally delivered an exciting read with

Jameson, the first book in her brand new Brothers Ink series.Jameson and Ava got off on the wrong

foot in this relationship. Misunderstandings, pride and fear of rejection complicated what was a

seriously scorching connection. It took a while for them to work through it while amusing the reader

with some wicked hot sparks. As usual, Nicole James threw in a suspense and some great set the

sheets on fire sex scenes.Nicole James is the best at creating sexy, edgy characters and pulling the

reader into their world. I loved Jameson and Ava, but to tell you the truth, I found myself just as

intrigued by the other three O'Rourke brothers. Maxwell is up next and I can't wait for his and

Malee's story. So to sum it up, Jameson was an incredible read that already has me eager for the

next book.



Jameson and Ava are the focus of the first book in this new series. We met Jameson and his

brothers previously when Crystal worked in his shop. Jameson has a small problem...he would like

some motorcycle parking in front of his shop. That shouldn't be too much trouble, right? Enter Ava

Hightower, councilwoman and business owner. After she upends Jameson's plans, he returns the

favor. Ava needs a big draw for her charity bachelor auction and Jameson will be exactly that. The

problem...he would rather take a fork to the eye than help her after she turned the council against

him! What follows is the story of two people constantly at odds that find sometimes fighting is

actually foreplay;) Can't wait for the rest of the brother's stories!

As a loyal Evil Dead reader and an Nicole James fan , I was introduced to Jameson in Wolf &

Crystal's story in the continuing saga about the Evil Dead MC. Jameson proves himself to be a loyal

friend to Crystal in "Wolf" so when Nicole said there would be a story line about "Brothers Ink" I was

intrigued. I must say - it was worth the wait! Nicole presented us with a man who many would have

preconceived and misguided feelings about because of his body full of tattoos or who some would

fawn over because of his looks and tattoos. Nicole showed us the man under the tattoos and hard

exterior. When we meet Ava, we meet a conservative, smart and classy businesswoman who has

no use for the arrogant and demanding tattoo artist. Boy do the sparks fly between these two! We

meet two people who are night and day different. I connected with Jameson and Ava right from the

beginning. Their cat and mouse game had me turning the pages to see who would win the game

first. I could not put this book down! I'm not going to give any spoilers because this is a book you

need to read for yourself and be surprised with each encounter the two have. I will say this, there

are layers to both characters and once they discover this about the other, they learn they aren't that

different after all. Bravo Ms. James! Another solid read.

I have read all of Nicole James books and enjoyed everyone of them...except this one. The plot,

depth of character development, and stunted writing style was akin to a 13 year old girl, not Nicole

James. I honestly find it hard to believe she actually wrote this. I'm just grateful it was available on

kindle unlimited and I didn't actually waste my money. Bad book, even the sex scenes.

I always read the Nicole James books. This is one of my go to authors. But I also realize that I've

been basically reading about one set of characters of hers that were pretty much already developed

over a long series of books. It's a little jarring to be starting all over now with undeveloped



characters in a first book (I don't really count their mention in the other series as a real development

of character).And this one there was so much picking back and forth for so much of the book that it

was kind of hard to really like any of the characters for awhile. I don't know. For your average spank

bank book it wasn't bad. It wasn't as deep as I know she can get though and the rest of the brothers

are setting up to be the stereotype heroes. So I guess I'll and see how this pans out.
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